
App Note 500 - Calculating Capacitor Charge Time

Using Power Ratings
A capacitor charging power supply has two power ratings ex-

pressed in Joules per second (J/s), the peak power and the aver-

age power. The peak power rating is used when calculating the 

charge time, and the average power is used to determine maxi-

mum repetition rates or charge voltages. The sketch below illus-

trates a typical capacitor charge/discharge cycle.

Calculating Charge Time (Tc)
Using the peak power rating of the power supply, charge time Tc 

can be calculated using equation 1 below.

Where;

 Tc   - load charge time in seconds

 Ppeak  - unit peak power rating in J/sec

 Cload  - load capacitance in Farads

 Vcharge  - load charge voltage in volts

 Vrated  - power supply rating in volts

In many applications the load charge voltage (Vcharge) and the 

power supply rated voltage (Vrated) will be the same, but it is im-

portant to use equation 1 if the load is charged to a voltage less 

than the power supply rating, otherwise an incorrect charge time 

will be calculated.

Example:
A 1µF load capacitor is charged to 15kV using a 20kV rated model 

802 power supply. Using equation 1, and the peak power rating of 

9000J/sec for the 802;

Calculating Peak Power Rating (Ppeak)
If the required charge time and load capacitance is known, then 

equation 1 can be rearranged to determine the power supply peak 

rating required. See equation 2 below.

Example:
A 5µF load capacitor requires charging to 5kV in 30ms.  Using 

equation 2, the peak power required can be determined.  Assum-

ing a 5kV rated power supply;

The closest peak power rating available is 2250J/sec for the mod-

el 202A, so this would be the best choice. Note that if Vrated and 

Vcharge are not the same, the appropriate values must be used to 

determine the correct rating.

Calculating Average Power rating (Pav)
If the repetition rate, charge voltage, and load capacitance is 

known then it is possible to calculate the average power rating 

using equation 3 below.

Where;

 Reprate - number of charge cycles per second in Hz

Example:
A 20nF load capacitor requires repetitive charging to 40kV at a 

repetition rate of 200Hz.

The closest average power rating available is 4000J/sec for the 

model 402, so this would be the best selection.

Calculating Maximum Repetition Rate*
If the charge voltage, rated voltage, average power available and 

load capacitance for a specific circuit is known, it is possible to 

calculate the maximum possible repetition rate using equation 4.

Example:
A 2µF load capacitor is to be charged to 15kV using an LC1202-

20kV power supply. What is the maximum possible repetition 

rate? (LC1202 average rating is 12,000 J/sec).

*For repetition rates above 500Hz contact the factory.
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CH1  4.00kV M  1.0ms

Charge Time = Tc (peak power)

Period = 1/rep rate = (average power)

Tc = 
 0.5×Cload ×Vcharge×Vrated

Ppeak

.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  equation 1

Tc = 
 0.5×1×10

-6
×15000×20000

9000
= 16.7ms

Ppeak = 
 0.5×Cload ×Vcharge×Vrated

Tc

.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  equation 2

Ppeak = 
 0.5×5×10

-6
×5000×5000

30×10
-3

= 2083J/sec

Pav =  0.5×Cload ×Vcharge×Vrated×Reprate   .  .  .  .  .  equation 3

Pav =  0.5×20×10
-9

×40000×40000×200 = 3200J/sec

Reprate=
 0.5×Cload ×Vcharge×Vrated

Pav
.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  equation 4

Reprate=
 0.5×2×10

-6
×15000×20000

12000
=40Hz
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Using Output Current
Although the output current for a capacitor charging power supply 

is not normally quoted, it can be useful when calculating charge 

times. Capacitor charging power supplies have fixed constant out-

put current, that can be calculated from the peak power rating and 

output voltage rating. Equation 5 shows the relationship between 

peak output current, rated voltage and peak power.

Where;

 Icharge  - peak output current in Amps

Note: The output current for a capacitor charging power is two 

times that from a similarly rated continuous DC power supply.

Example:
What is the peak charge current for a 10kV rated model 303 pow-

er supply. Using equation 5, and the peak power rating of 37500J/

sec for the 303;

Calculating Charge Time Using Current
Given that the output current has been determined using equation 

5, and as long as the required charge voltage and load capaci-

tance is known then it is possible to calculate charge time using 

equation 6 (the charge balance formula).

Example:
What is the charge time with a 7.5A rated power supply, charging 

a 20µF load to 15kV. 

For circuits with charge times of 500ms or greater, see 

our App Note 507 which specifically addresses this 

mode of operation.

App Note 500 - Calculating Capacitor Charge Time (cont...)

Summary
This APP Note presents a number of different equations useful in 

capacitor charging applications. Below is a brief summary of the 

equations shown and how they are best used and applied.

Which is the best equation to use?

Want to know:  load capacitor charge time.

Already know:  load capacitance, the charge voltage, the power 

supply rated voltage, power supply peak power rating.

Equation to use: 1

Want to know:  supply peak power required for my application.

Already know:  load capacitance, the charge voltage, the power 

supply rated voltage, desired charge time.

Equation to use: 2

Want to know:  supply average power required for my applica-

tion.

Already know: load capacitance, the charge voltage, the power 

supply rated voltage, and the repetition rate.

Equation to use: 3

Want to know: maximum repetition rate possible in my applica-

tion*.

Already know: load capacitance, the charge voltage, the power 

supply rated voltage, and the supply average power rating.

Equation to use: 4

Want to know:  peak charge current for a given supply.

Already know: the power supply rated voltage and peak power 

rating.

Equation to use: 5

Want to know:  load capacitor charge time.

Already know: the load capacitor charge voltage, the load ca-

pacitance, peak charging current.

Equation to use: 6

If you have any questions or comments regarding 

this or any of our Application Notes or products, 

please contact Andy Tydeman at the factory, we 

are here to help.

Information cannot be guaranteed and may be subject to change without notice.
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Icharge=
10000

2×37500
=7.5 Amps

Tc=
Icharge

Cload×Vcharge
 .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  equation 6

Tc=
7.5

20×10
-6

×15000
=40ms

Icharge=
Vrated

2×Ppeak
.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  equation 5
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